Rewrite the following passage with correct punctuation. Some has
been put in for you to help.

it was a lovely sunny day. sam and jane wanted to go and visit the beach in
folkestone Although they had lived there a long time they had never spent the
day there They packed up their hats towels sun cream and spades and set off
on the bus. sam was so excited as he was looking forward to making the
biggest sandcastle ever when they got there the golden soft and silky sand
stretched before them for miles What an amazing sight it was

Jane rushed to help sam with his sandcastle project because they knew they
only had a little while before they would have to go home again. Would they be
able to get the sandcastle finished in time As they worked together sam and
jane had a fabulous time
Eventually the giant sandcastle was finished. It towered above all the others
on the beach like a huge mountain sam was so pleased with his amazing
creation
Thanks Jane he said. Unfortunately it was then time for them to head home.
Sams sandcastle could be seen for miles around and he really hoped that the
sea wouldnt wash it away too soon.

Challenge,
Write a paragraph of your own about something that interests you. It
could be what you did during the holidays or it might be about your
favourite author for example. Make sure you use correct punctuation
throughout.

Answers

It was a lovely sunny day. Sam and Jane wanted to go and visit the beach in
Folkestone. Although they had lived there a long time, they had never spent
the day there. They packed up their hats, towels, sun cream and spades and
set off on the bus. Sam was so excited as he was looking forward to making
the biggest sandcastle ever. When they got there, the golden, soft and silky
sand stretched before them for miles. What an amazing sight it was!

Jane rushed to help Sam with his sandcastle project because they knew they
only had a little while before they would have to go home again. Would they be
able to get the sandcastle finished in time? As they worked together, Sam
and Jane had a fabulous time.
Eventually, the giant sandcastle was finished. It towered above all the others
on the beach like a huge mountain. Sam was so pleased with his amazing
creation.
“Thanks Jane,” he said. Unfortunately it was then time for them to head
home. Sam’s sandcastle could be seen for miles around and he really hoped
that the sea wouldn’t wash it away too soon.

